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Abstract— This paper presents a distributed optimization
method for informative trajectory planning in multi-target
tracking problems. The purpose of such problems is to optimize
a sequence of waypoints/control inputs of mobile sensors over
a certain future time step to minimize the uncertainty of
targets. The planning problem is reformulated as a distributed
optimization problem that can be expressed in the form of a
subproblem for each target. The subproblems are coupled using
the distributed Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers
(ADMM). This coupling not only enables the results of each
subproblem to be reflected in the optimization process of
the other subproblems, but also guides the results of the
subproblems to converge to the same solution. In contrast to
existing approaches performing trajectory optimization after
assigning tasks, the proposed algorithm does not require the
design of a heuristic cost function for task assignment, and
it can handle both non-myopic trajectory planning and task
assignment in multiple target tracking problems simultaneously.
In order to reduce the computation time of the algorithm,
an edge-cutting method suitable for multiple target tracking
problems is proposed, as a receding-horizon control scheme
for real-time implementation, which considers the computation
time. Numerical examples are presented to demonstrate the
applicability of the algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Technological advances in sensor networks allow us to
use such systems for monitoring environmental systems
such as pollution/atmospheric phenomena, as well as for
reconnaissance and surveillance missions in both defense and
civilian areas. The capability of sensor networks would also
be invaluable for several other applications, including traffic
monitoring, forest fire localization, and wildlife tracking [1],
[2]. To take full advantage of networked systems, it is crucial
to efficiently operate sensing agents to maximize information
about the target systems of interest. This problem requires an
estimation of the variables of interest through measurements
acquired by a sensor while considering the constraints of the
system; that is also described as a sensor planning problem
that determines the future utilization of sensing agents given
the current state of the resources and the environment.
Target tracking is a common application in which the
information of interest (i.e., the kinematic state) is inferred
largely from sensor measurements that are in proximity to
the target. The key challenge in the target tracking problem is
to estimate a distribution over the set of possible states based
on noisy sensor measurements, instead of directly measuring
the states of the target. This kind of problem is generally
described as involving partially observable Markov decision
processes (POMDPs). The most common approach to deal
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with POMDPs is Bayesian filtering that represents the uncer-
tainty of a target’s state as a covariance matrix. This measure
of uncertainty is combined with various matrices such as
the Fisher information (FIM) [3]–[5], mutual information
[6], [7], or trace [8], [9], and is then used to optimize the
variables that determine the operation of the sensing agents.
In the target tracking problem, sensor planning problems are
divided into two major classes: (a) Sensor scheduling [10]–
[16] and (b) the trajectory planning of mobile sensors [3]–[6],
[8], [9], [17]–[21]. Sensor scheduling attempts to select some
of the multiple available static sensors at each time step to
minimize the weighted sum of all estimation errors over a
certain time horizon. A set of constraints on the number of
sensors available and/or on energy/communication budgets of
the sensor network can be involved in the decision variables.
The problem is generally solved by dynamic programming
[12]–[15], where all possible schedules are enumerated.
The complexity of such an enumeration approach grows
exponentially as the horizon increases. To overcome this
problem, research has focused on addressing computational
challenges, for instance by developing a greedy/pruning
scheme [13] or by improving a Monte Carlo tree search
method [14].
The other class of sensor planning problems, the trajectory
planning of mobile sensors, aims to optimize a sequence
of waypoints/control inputs of sensor platforms to reduce
the uncertainty of the target states. Mobile sensors offer
distinctive advantages over static sensors in terms of the
quality of sensing and estimation [3]–[6], [9], [17]–[20],
area coverage, data offloading [22], the ability to change
conditions of environments [8] as well as the target behavior.
In this problem, not only the dynamics of the sensor platform
but disturbances such as wind can also be considered for
planning. One approach to solving this problem is to extend
the method developed for sensor scheduling purposes. De-
cision variables, such as selecting the sensor in the sensor
scheduling problem, can be treated in the same way as
variables such as the control input of the mobile sensor
[16], [17], [21]. However, this approach entails the compu-
tation time problem that occurs in sensor scheduling and
requires an algorithm such as branch-and-bound based prun-
ing [17]. Furthermore, because the control input has to be
discretized, the dimension of the problem increases rapidly
for sophisticated control of the sensor platform. Another
approach is based on game/information theory to control
mobile sensor networks [6]. That approach employs a particle
filter for the purpose of estimating the state of the target
more precisely when the stochastic dynamics of the target
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is non-Gaussian and nonlinear, and it requires discretization
of the control inputs. Accordingly, it is difficult to use in
multi-step ahead planning. A local trajectory optimization
method may be more suitable for the non-myopic planning
of mobile sensors, as opposed to discretizing the control
inputs and obtaining optimal solutions through algorithms
such as a tree search. Many studies have performed trajectory
optimization based on the gradient of the control inputs to
a given objective function using analytically differentiable
filter models [3], [4], [8], [9], [19]. Such formulations have
a great advantage in handling the dynamic constraints of
the sensor platform and/or environment. For instance, a
trajectory planning method that takes into account the effects
of wind on the sensor platform and collision avoidance was
proposed [8]. Oshman et al. investigated optimal trajectory
planning subject to state constraints imposed on the sensor
platform [4]. Ponda et al. [3] used an FIM to quantify the
amount of information acquired by sensor measurements and
analyzed an optimality criterion for a bearings-only target
localization problem.
For trajectory planning of sensor platforms in multi-target
tracking problems, local trajectory optimization methods can
easily become trapped in a local optimum unless the values
of the optimization variables are not initialized appropriately.
This calls for a high-level decision-making process before
trajectory optimization. Specifically, decision-making should
determine which mobile sensors should track which targets
and in what order the targets should be tracked. This is also
referred to as a task-assignment problem. Unfortunately, it
is not easy to assign tasks, that is, to initialize optimization
variables to the appropriate values, because the uncertainty
of the target involved in the cost function of the problem
depends not only on time but also on the dynamics of the
sensor platforms and the target. A naive way of handling
the task-assignment problem for multi-target tracking is to
use an objective function of the problem at a specific time,
or an intuitive value such as distance. As the number of
targets increases, the task of assigning mobilie sensors to
targets in real-time becomes increasingly complex, as the
states of both mobile sensors and targets change rapidly.
To overcome such a computational challenge, most existing
works adopt a two-phase approach to assigning tasks through
the clustering of targets, after which they perform trajectory
planning [5], [18], [23]. The targets are assumed to be
static, and data mining tools such as the K-mean clustering
algorithm or density-based spatial clustering of applications
with noise (DBSCAN) [24] are used to form clusters based
on the distance separating the targets. Clusters with large
uncertainties or large numbers of targets are designated with
higher priority over others for mobile sensor assignments.
Tasks are assigned to mobile sensors based on the priority
of the clusters and the distance between the mobile sensors
and the center of the clusters. Then, one or two step trajectory
planning is performed [5], [18]. Such myopic planning,
however, can become trapped in the local optima and will
perform poorly in some cases, such as planning with sensing
holes [21], [25]. Although a sampling-based trajectory plan-
ning algorithm called the Information-rich Rapidly-exploring
Random Tree (IRRT) algorithm [26] has been used for multi-
step planning in [23], it does not guarantee any optimality.
On the other hand, the alternating direction method of
multipliers (ADMM) [27]–[29] has been effectively applied
to large-scale problems and to robotic control and sensor
scheduling [30]–[34]. For instance, work by Liu et al. [34]
considers the problem of finding optimal time-periodic sen-
sor schedules for estimating the state of discrete-time dynam-
ical systems. The problem is formulated to strike a balance
between estimation accuracy and the total number of sensor
activations over one period. They used ADMM to solve
the optimization problem, including cardinality functions.
Bento et al. [31] adopted ADMM for multi-agent trajectory
planning. ADMM is used to efficiently solve a problem that
involves different constraint and objective functions, such
as collision avoidance and energy minimization. Ong et al.
[30] also developed a message-passing algorithm based on
ADMM to solve a cooperative collision avoidance problem.
Mordatch et al. [33] combined trajectory optimization and
global policy (neural network) learning using ADMM in
a robotic control problem. The joint optimization problem
enables the trajectory optimizer to act as a teacher for neural
network training rather than as a demonstrator.
In this paper, we investigate informative trajectory plan-
ning for multi-target tracking problems. Existing local tra-
jectory optimization-based algorithms focus on the non-
myopic planning of mobile sensors rather than solving task-
assignment problems [3], [4], [8], [9], [19]. In contrast,
two-phase approaches were developed for the purpose of
scalable task assignment rather than non-myopic trajectory
planning [5], [18]. Such approaches approximate the original
cost function or use intuitive values that can be indirectly
related to the estimation performance for task assignment.
Thus, they can provide a local optimal solution even for
myopic trajectory planning problems [5]. Moreover, two-
phase approaches use the information about the targets at
the planning time to assign tasks, making them unsuitable
for non-myopic trajectory planning problems that require
consideration of changes in target states over time and mobile
platform mobility. This work aims to bridge the gap between
preliminary work on non-myopic trajectory planning [3],
[4], [8], [9], [19] and task assignment [5], [18], [23]. In
the trajectory planning problem for multiple target tracking,
it is necessary to determine which mobile sensors should
track which targets, in what order the targets should be
tracked, and how much time should be devoted to each
target. To the best of our knowledge, no attempt has been
made to handle both non-myopic trajectory planning and task
assignment in multi-target tracking problems simultaneously
while considering the constraints of the sensor platform
mobility and changes in target states over time.
The main contribution of this paper is two-fold. First,
we propose a new informative trajectory planning algorithm
for multi-target tracking problems which combines a local
trajectory optimization method and ADMM. To circumvent
solving task-assignment problem, which is difficult even to
configure in the non-myopic trajectory planning problem,
we reconstruct the trajectory optimization problem for multi-
target tracking as a trajectory optimization problem for each
target and use ADMM to couple subproblems for each
target. Coupling based on ADMM not only enables the
results of each subproblem to be reflected in the trajectory
optimization process of the other subproblems, but also
guides the results of the subproblems to converge to the
same solution. Specifically, the trajectories resulting from
the subproblems for each target are deformed to improve the
estimation performances of the target as well as the overall
target during the specified planning horizon. In the process,
the targets are automatically assigned to the mobile sensors.
Consequently, our distributed framework enables decision
making to be integrated into the trajectory optimization
process, which means that task assignment and non-myopic
trajectory planning problems can be solved simultaneously
without the aid of task-assignment algorithm. Within our
distributed framework, we use a second-order local trajec-
tory optimization method to optimize the trajectory, as this
method is known to be more stable and faster than the
first-order local trajectory optimization method commonly
used for trajectory planning. We also devise an initial guess
generator for fixed-wing Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)
dynamics with directional sensors to improve the solution
quality and convergence speed of the local trajectory opti-
mization algorithm. Second, we propose a receding-horizon
control (RHC) scheme and an edge-cutting method for real-
time implementation of the proposed algorithm. Our RHC
scheme makes it possible to plan the future trajectory while
taking into account the computation time of the trajectory
optimization algorithm, which includes motion estimations
of the targets. The edge-cutting method serves to reduce
the dimensions of the subproblems during the optimization
process. If the tuning parameters are set appropriately, the
edge-cutting method reduces the computation time of the
algorithm while yielding the same result as not applied.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we define the trajectory optimization problem for multi-target
tracking and reformulate the original problem as a distributed
trajectory optimization problem. Section III presents the
details of our algorithm; we describe the mathematical for-
mulation of the distributed trajectory optimization algorithm.
Convergence and computational complexity are analyzed in
Section III-B. For rapid convergence of a solution, an edge-
cutting method suitable for the multi-target tracking problem
is developed in Section III-C. A receding-horizon control
scheme is proposed for real-time implementation of the
proposed algorithm in consideration of the computation time
in Section III-D. Finally, simulation results of the proposed
algorithms are given in Section IV.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND PRELIMINARY
We begin by defining the trajectory optimization problem
of mobile sensors to enhance the tracking performance. The
goal of a target tracking problem is to estimate the kinematic
states of targets with a finite set of measurements, which
naturally fits into Bayesian state estimation formulation (i.e.,
Bayesian filtering). Bayesian filtering formulation provides
us with a measure for evaluation of the tracking performance.
This measure represents the uncertainty of the target states,
and the location of the mobile sensors should be planned
to reduce it, that is, to enhance the tracking performance,
over a specified time horizon. First, we present the mobile
sensor and target models for the sake of concreteness. These
models are used to define the trajectory planning problem of
mobile sensors. Then, we formulate the distributed trajectory
optimization for the multi-target tracking problem.
A. Mobile Sensor and Target Models
We consider the problem of multiple mobile sensors
tracking multiple targets in the region of interest. Let a set
of targets be represented as T = {1, 2, · · · ,M}. Here, we
assume that the number of targets is known and fixed as
M . If the targets move independently and the states of each
target can be distinguished from others via data association
methods [35], the joint distribution can be ignored and a
single tracking filter can be used for each target [19]. Based
on this assumption, we use linear stochastic dynamics for
the state estimation of each target:
x(j)t+1 = A
(j)
t x
(j)
t + ω
(j)
t , (1)
where ω(j)t ∼ N (0,Σ(j)w,t) is the Gaussian random noise
which is independent of other targets and measurements.
A
(j)
t and Σ
(j)
w,t are the transition models of the target and
process noise covariance, respectively. In this work, the
motion of a target in a two-dimensional space is assumed
to be modeled by the following matrices:
A
(j)
t =

1 0 dt 0
0 1 0 dt
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 , Q(j)t = q

dt3
3 0
dt2
2 0
0 dt
3
3 0
dt2
2
dt2
2 0 dt 0
0 dt
2
2 0 dt
 ,
(2)
where dt is the time interval between two successive mea-
surements, and q is the process noise intensity representing
the strength of the deviations from the predicted motion
by the dynamic model [36]. When q is small, this model
represents a nearly constant velocity.
Let P ⊂ Rn and U ⊂ Rc be the state space and the control
input space of the mobile sensors, respectively, and let a set
of mobile sensors be represented as A = {1, 2, · · · , N}. The
corresponding dynamics can then be expressed as:
p
(i)
t+1 = f
(i)(p
(i)
t , u
(i)
t ), (3)
where p(i)t ∈ P(i), u(i)t ∈ U (i), and i ∈ A are the state
and control input of the mobile sensor at time t and index
for the mobile sensors, respectively. For sensor platforms,
we consider a set of fixed-wing Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
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Fig. 1: Sensor model for target tracking
(UAVs). The dynamics of the UAVs is given by:
p
(i)
x,t+1 = p
(i)
x,t + V
(i) cos ψ
(i)
t dt,
p
(i)
y,t+1 = p
(i)
y,t + V
(i) sin ψ
(i)
t dt,
ψ
(i)
t+1 = ψ
(i)
t + g tan φ
(i)
t dt / V
(i),
φ
(i)
t+1 = φ
(i)
t + u
(i)
t dt,
(4)
where [p(i)x , p
(i)
y ], V (i), ψ
(i)
t and φ
(i) are the position, speed,
heading angle and bank angle of i-th UAV, respectively.
Gravity acceleration is denoted as g. Sensors are assumed to
measure the kinematic information about the target relative
to the sensor, itself.
Let Z ⊂ Ro be the space of all possible sensor measure-
ments that the mobile sensors receive. Each UAV is assumed
to be equipped with one sensor for simplicity. 1 Denoting the
measurement taken by the i-th UAV from target j at time t
as z(i,j)t ∈ Z(i), a nonlinear measurement model is assumed
as follows:
z
(i,j)
t = h
(i)(x(j)t , p
(i)
t ) + v
(i)
t , (5)
where v(i)t ∼ N (0,Σ(i)v,t) is the Gaussian random noise,
independent of the other measurement noises and of the
process noise w(j)t . Each sensor measures the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) [37]:
h(i)(x(j)t , p
(i)
t ) =
α e−γ
(
θ
(i,j)
t
)2(
r
(i,j)
t
)
+ β
, (6)
where α, β, and γ are selected to model the SNR of the
sensor. r(i,j)t and θ
(i,j)
t represent the distance between the
sensor and the target as well as the angle between the sensor’s
boresight and the direction from the sensor to the target,
respectively. When γ is set to zero, the sensor measures the
quasi-distance, which is a commonly used model [6], [13],
[38]. The sensors are assumed to be mounted at the left or
the right side of the UAVs and aim down (Fig. 1).
1 In this paper, we use a term ‘mobile sensor’ and ‘UAV’ interchangeably.
For simplicity, we assume that each UAV has one sensor on it. In general,
some platforms can carry more than one sensor, and the sensors can be
heterogeneous. In such cases, the sensing locations for the sensors on the
same vehicle should match, and the measurement z(i,j)t of the i-th UAV
for each target j increases in proportion to the number of sensors.
B. Estimation
Given the current belief states of the targets (xˆ(j)t ,Σ
(j)
t ),
the states of the mobile sensors pt =
[
p
(1)
t
>
, · · · , p(N)t
>]>
and the measurements z(j)t =
[
z
(1,j)
t
>
, · · · , z(N,j)t
>]>
, we
let the belief evolve using the extended Kalman filter (EKF).
The EKF is widely used for state estimation of non-linear
systems [39], which is applicable to Gaussian beliefs. Note
that any other non-linear Gaussian filter, such as an unscented
Kalman filter, can be incorporated instead. For notational
simplicity, we temporarily drop the subscript (j). The EKF
update equations are then given by:
xˆt+1 = Atxˆt +Kt(zt+1 − ht(xˆt+1,pt+1)), (7)
Σt+1 = (I −KtHt)Σ¯t, (8)
where
Σ¯t = AtΣtAt
T + Σw,t,
Kt = Σ¯tHt
T (HtΣ¯tHt
T +Σv,t)
−1,
Σv,t = diag([Σ
(1)
v,t , · · · ,Σ(N)v,t ]),
Ht =
∂h(xt,pt)
∂xt
∣∣
xˆt,pt
,
h = [h(1)(xt, pt), · · · , h(N)(xt, pt)]>.
Equations (7) and (8) define the belief dynamics. The second
term in (7), called the innovation term, depends on the
measurements zt+1. Equation (8) evolves given the current
covariance of the target, regardless of the measurement. This
represents the uncertainty of the target states and can be
used as a measure to determine the sensing position of the
mobile sensors. Because the measurement is unknown in
advance, the belief dynamics defined within the EKF update
is stochastic; the innovation term is distributed according to
N (0,KtHtΣ¯t) [40].
We define the belief states of the j-th target as b(j)t =[
xˆ(j)>t , vec[Σ
(j)
t ]
>]> and vec[·] returns a vector consisting of
the symmetric elements of a matrix since Σ(j)t is symmetric.
Then, the stochastic belief dynamics of the target is given
by:
bt+1 = g(bt,pt) +ψt, ψt ∼ N (0,Ψ), (9)
where
g(bt,pt) =
[
Atxˆt
vec[(I −KtHt)Σ¯t]
]
,
Ψ(bt,pt) = V ar[bt+1] =
[
KtHtΣ¯t 0
0 0
]
.
(10)
Here, if we assume maximum-likelihood observations [41],
the stochastic term is removed from (9), which makes belief
propagation deterministic.
C. Distributed Trajectory Optimization Problem
In the target tracking problem, the performance metric is
represented by a function of the covariance structure and has
various forms according to the objective. We chose the trace
of the error covariance matrix as the performance metric.
The trace is one of the most commonly used metrics. Note
that any differentiable metric can be incorporated instead.
Given a specific initial state and target uncertainty, one can
find an optimal trajectory
[
P¯, U¯
]
that satisfies the dynamics
constraints:[
P¯, U¯
]
= argmin
p,u
T∑
t=0
[
M∑
j=1
tr
(
QΣ
(j)
t (pt)
)]
+ u>t Rut + η(pt),
(11)
subject to
pt+1 = f(pt,ut), b
(j)
t+1 = g(b
(j)
t ,pt) +ψ
(j)
t ,
p0 = pinit and b
(j)
0 = b
(j)
init,
where
f(pt,ut) =
[
f (1)(p
(1)
t , u
(1)
t )
>
, · · · , f (N)(p(N)t , u(N)t
>
)
]>
,
pt =
[
p
(1)
t
>
, · · · , p(N)t
>]>
,ut =
[
u
(1)
t
>
, · · · , u(N)t
>]>
.
tr[QΣ(j)t (·)] is the uncertainty of the j-th target at time t,
utRtuTt penalizes the control effort of the mobile sensors
along the trajectory, and η(Xt) is a function related to the
states of the mobile sensors. Q and R are weighting matrices.
The problem defined in (11) is a general trajectory opti-
mization problem for a stochastic system. The states of the
mobile sensors p are associated with the covariance matrix
representing the uncertainty of the target Σ via Bayesian
estimation in Equations (8) and (9). Thus, the planning
objective is to optimize a sequence of states/control inputs of
mobile sensors over a certain future time step T to minimize
the uncertainty of the targets.
In the trajectory optimization problem (11), there exist
numerous local optimal solutions due to the non-convexity
of the cost function. This non-convexity is primarily be-
cause the optimal sensor trajectories can be significantly
different depending on which target is assigned to which
sensor. Therefore, we need to guide a solution by properly
initializing the optimization variables. Initialized optimiza-
tion variables are called an initial guess. The solutions of
most trajectory optimization methods are basically gener-
ated around an initial guess for the region where the cost
gradient and/or Hessian exists, and the initial guess can be
interpreted as having a role similar to task assignment in a
multi-target tracking problem. Unfortunately, constructing a
task-assignment problem is very difficult because the cost
function (11) depends not only on the time but also on the
states of the mobile sensors and targets. To overcome this
difficulty, we reformulate the original problem (11) into a
distributed trajectory optimization problem for each target:[
P¯, U¯
]
= argmin
u
M∑
j=1
Jj(P,U), (12)
subject to
pt+1 = f(pt,ut), b
(j)
t+1 = g(b
(j)
t ,pt) +ψ
(j)
t ,
p0 = pinit and b
(j)
0 = b
(j)
init,
where
Jj(P,U) =
T∑
t=0
tr
(
QΣ
(j)
t (pt)
)
+
1
M
(
u>t Rtut + η(pt)
)
,
P = [p1, · · · ,pT ], U = [u1, · · · ,uT ].
Trajectory optimization for each target is relatively easier
than that for multiple targets because task assignment does
not need to be considered. That is, it is not difficult to
generate the initial guess for the problem of tracking each
target. The trajectory optimization results for each subprob-
lem must be reflected in the optimization of each of the
other subproblems and the results must converge to the same
solution. To do this, we adopt the Alternating Direction
Method of Multipliers (ADMM) method [27], [42].
D. Distributed Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers
ADMM is an algorithm that efficiently optimizes objective
functions composed of terms that each have efficient solution
methods [27]. For our purposes, we use a consensus and shar-
ing optimization form of the Alternating Direction Method
of Multipliers (ADMM) method, also known as distributed-
ADMM [28], [29], [42]. We consider the following mini-
mization problem:
min
L∑
l=1
Jl(a). (13)
This problem can be rewritten with the local variable al and
common global variable b:
min
L∑
l=1
Jl(al), s.t. al − b = 0, l = 1, · · · , L. (14)
This is called the global consensus problem, as the constraint
is that all the local variables should be equal (i.e., agree).
Solving this problem is equivalent to optimizing the aug-
mented Lagrangian:
L(λl) =
L∑
l=1
(
Jl(al) +
ρ
2
‖al − b+ λl‖2
)
, (15)
where λl is the Lagrange multipliers for al − b = 0, and
ρ > 0 is a penalty weight. The ADMM algorithm updates
the local variable al, the common global variable b and the
Lagrange multiplier λl as follows. For k = 0, 1, · · · , we
iteratively execute the following three steps:
ak+1l = argmin
al
Jl(al) +
ρ
2
‖al − bk + λkl ‖
2
,
bk+1 =
1
L
L∑
l=1
(ak+1l + λ
k
l ),
λk+1l = λ
k
l +
α
ρ
(ak+1l − bk+1),
(16)
where α > 0 is a step-size parameter. Here, the first and
the last steps can be carried out independently for each l =
1, · · · , L. At this point, we can run distributed or parallel
ADMM depending on the implementation with multiple but
no more than L computational devices, where each device
performs an update on its set of variables. The optimization
results al are communicated back to a master node, which
performs the global variable b update and returns the result
back to other worker nodes. The processing element that
handles the global variable b is sometimes called the central
collector or the fusion center.
III. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
We now describe the distributed trajectory optimization
algorithm to solve problem (12). For the trajectory opti-
mization problem for each target j, we define the states and
control inputs of the mobile sensor as pj and uj , respectively.
These correspond to states and control inputs that need to
be optimized to minimize the uncertainty of each target.
The augmented Lagrangian for problem (12) is defined as
follows:
L(Pλ,Uλ) =
M∑
j=1
Jj(Pj ,Uj) +
ρv
2
‖Pj − PC + Pλj ‖
2
+
ρu
2
‖Uj − UC + Uλj ‖
2
,
(17)
subject to
pj,t+1 = f(pj,t,uj,t), b
(j)
t+1 = g(b
(j)
t ,pj,t) +ψ
(j)
t ,
pj,0 = pj,init and b
(j)
0 = b
(j)
init.
Each of the variables is updated in a distributed manner, as
described in Section II-D.
The update for the trajectory variables for each target j is:
[
P¯j , U¯j
]
= argmin
P,U
T∑
t=0
tr
(
QΣ
(j)
t (pt)
)
+
1
M
(
u>t Rut + η(pt)
)
+
ρv
2
‖pt − PCt + Pλj,t‖
2
+
ρu
2
‖ut − UCt + Uλj,t‖
2
,
(18)
subject to
pt+1 = f(pt,ut), b
(j)
t+1 = g(b
(j)
t ,pt) +ψ
(j)
t ,
p0 = pinit and b
(j)
0 = b
(j)
init.
This is a trajectory optimization problem with two additional
quadratic cost terms and can be solved with the existing
trajectory optimization methods described in Section III-A.
The trajectory optimization problems for each target j are
independent and can be solved in parallel.
The updates for the common global variables are as
follows:
PC =
1
M
M∑
j=1
(P¯j + Pλj ),
UC =
1
M
M∑
j=1
(U¯j + Uλj ).
(19)
This is the mean consensus process that takes the average
of the results for each trajectory optimization. The common
global variables again affect the update of the trajectory
Algorithm 1 Distributed Trajectory Optimization
1: Choose penalty weight ρ and step-size α
2: Generate initial guess
[
Pj ,Uj
]
for each target j
3: Initialize trajectory optimization solutions with
[
Pj ,Uj
]
4: while not converged do
5: Update
[
Pj ,Uj
]
by solving each trajectory optimiza-
tion problems (18) in parallel (see Section III-A)
6: Update
[
PC ,UC
]
by averaging the results for each
trajectory optimization
7: Update
[
Pλ,Uλ
]
using (20)
8: end while
variables for each target j (18), which causes the results
of trajectory optimization for each target to converge to the
same solution.
The updates for the Lagrange multipliers are as follows:
Pλj = P
λ
j +
αv
ρv
(P¯j − PC),
Uλj = U
λ
j +
αu
ρu
(U¯j − UC), ∀j.
(20)
λ plays a role in giving more weight to regions where the
difference between the global variables and the trajectory
variables is large. As the process described above is repeated,
λ changes the cost of the trajectory optimization problem in
(18). Over time, this has the effect of modifying the optimal
trajectory solutions and trajectory variables are guided into
more informative regions, where tasks are automatically
assigned so that mobile sensors can further reduce the un-
certainty of the targets. Thus, λ can be seen as an alternative
to high-level decision-making. The complete procedure is
summarized in Algorithm 1.
A. Trajectory Optimization
We adopt belief space iterative Linear Quadratic Gaussian
(belief space iLQG [40]) to solve the trajectory optimization
problems described in (18). Belief space iLQG extends the
iLQG method [43] to Partially Observable Markov Decision
Processes (POMDPs) using a Gaussian belief, instead of a
fully observable state. In the forward pass, belief space iLQG
uses a standard extended Kalman filter (EKF) to compute the
next time step belief. For a backward pass, belief space iLQG
linearizes covariance in addition to quadratizing states and
control inputs. Although the application of this approach is
focused on the control problems of the system, it is directly
applicable to the estimation problem (i.e., target tracking
problem) due to the duality of control and estimation.
The belief dynamics of the target is given in (9), and by
integrating it with the dynamics of mobile sensors, the entire
system can be represented by:
vt+1 = F(vt,ut) + wt, wt ∼ N (0,W ), (21)
where
vt =
[
bt
pt
]
, F(vt) =
[
g(bt,pt)
f(pt,ut)
]
, W =
[
Ψ 0
0 0
]
.
1) Control Policy: By linearizing the dynamics around the
nominal trajectory distribution, the approximate dynamics is
expressed as:
vt+1 − v¯t+1 ≈ Fv,t(vt − v¯t) + Fu,t(ut − u¯t),
W(i)(vt,ut) ≈ eit + F (i)v,t(vt − v¯t) + F (i)u,t (ut − u¯t),
(22)
where
Fv,t = ∂F
∂v
(v¯t, u¯t), Fu,t = ∂F
∂u
(v¯t, u¯t),
eit = W(i)(v¯t, u¯t), F iv,t =
∂W(i)
∂v
(v¯t, u¯t),
F iu,t =
∂W(i)
∂u
(v¯t, u¯t).
W(i)(vt,ut) is the i-th column of matrix W (vt,ut). Note
that W(i)(vt,ut) has n columns, where n is the dimension
of the state. For a general nonquadratic cost function (18),
we approximate it as a quadratic function along the nominal
belief and control trajectory (v¯, u¯). For the notional simplic-
ity, the cost function (18) is denoted by `(vt,ut),
`(vt,ut) ≈1
2
[
δvt
δut
]> [
`vv,t `vu,t
`uv,t `uu,t
] [
δvt
δut
]
+
[
δvt
δut
]> [
`v,t
`u,t
]
+ `0,t,
(23)
where `0,t = `(v¯t, u¯t). δvt = vt − v¯t, δut = ut − u¯t are
deviations from the nominal trajectory and the terms with
subscripts denote Jacobian and Hessian matrices of their
respective functions.
Given the linear dynamics (22) and quadratic cost (23), we
can obtain a quadratic approximation of the value function
along a nominal trajectory v¯t:
V t(vt) ≈ 1
2
δv>t V vv,tδvt + δv
>
t V v,t + V 0,t. (24)
Following the dynamic programming principle [44], the
Bellman equation for the value function V t(vt) and control
policy pit(vt) in discrete-time are specified as:
V t(vt) = minut
(
`(vt,ut) + E
[
V t+1(F(vt,ut) + wt)
])
= min
ut
(
`(vt,ut) +
1
2
δv>t+1V vv,t+1δvt+1
+ δv>t+1V v,t+1 + V 0,t+1
+
1
2
tr
[
W (vt,ut)>V vv,t+1W (vt,ut)
])
= min
ut
Q(vt,ut),
pit(vt) = argmin
ut
(
`(vt,ut) + E
[
V t+1(F(vt,ut) + wt)
])
,
(25)
where
tr
[
W (vt,ut)>V vv,t+1W (vt,ut)
]
=
m∑
i=1
W(i)(vt,ut).
By substituting equations (22) and (23) into (25), the Q-
function is given by:
Qt(v¯t + δvt, u¯t + δut) =
1
2
[
δvt
δut
]> [
Qvv,t Qvu,t
Quv,t Quu,t
] [
δvt
δut
]
+
[
δvt
δut
]> [
Qv,t
Qu,t
]
+Q0,t,
(26)
where
Qvv,t = `vv,t + F>v,tV vv,t+1Fv,t +
m∑
i=1
F i>v,tV vv,t+1F iv,t,
Qv,t = `v,t + F>v,tV v,t+1 +
m∑
i=1
F i>v,tV vv,t+1eit,
Quu,t = `uu,t + F>u,tV vv,t+1Fu,t +
m∑
i=1
F i>u,tV vv,t+1F iu,t,
Qu,t = `u,t + F>u,tV v,t+1 +
m∑
i=1
F i>u,tV vv,t+1eit,
Quv,t = `uv,t + F>u,tV vv,t+1Fv,t +
m∑
i=1
F i>u,tV vv,t+1F iv,t,
Q0,t = `0,t + V 0,t+1 +
n∑
i=1
ei>t V vv,t+1e
i
t.
(27)
In order to find the optimal control policy, we compute the
local variations in the control δuˆ that minimize the quadratic
approximation of the Q-function in (25):
δuˆt = argmax
[
Qt(v¯t + δvt, u¯t + δut)
]
= −Q−1uu,tQu,t −Q−1uu,tQuv,tδvt.
(28)
The optimal control can be found as uˆt = u¯t + δuˆt.
Substituting (28) into (25) gives the value function V t(vt)
as a function of only vt in the form of (24):
V vv,t = Qvv,t −Q>uv,tQ−1uu,tQuv,t,
V v,t = Qv,t −Q>uv,tQ−1uu,tQu,t,
V 0,t = Q0,t −Q>u,tQ−1uu,tQu,t.
(29)
This recursion then continues by computing the control
policy for time step t− 1.
2) Initial Guess Generation: In the local trajectory opti-
mization, the initial guess has a great effect on the conver-
gence speed as well as on the quality of the solution. Thus, it
is very important to generate appropriate initial guesses for
the purpose of the problem. To do this, we derive an initial
guess generator for the target tracking problem based on a
Dubins path [45] that can mimic the behavior of a fixed-
wing UAV. Let r(i)min, r
(i)
sen and xˆ(j) be the minimum turning
radius of the i-th UAV, the distance between the i-th UAV’s
nadir point and the center point of the sensor footprint and
the expected position of the target j, respectively. A path is
created to arrive as soon as possible in a circle with radius
r
(i)
sen centered on the expected location xˆ(j) of the target j,
and a path is added so that a sensor rotates in the direction
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(b) Path tracking scheme
Fig. 2: The path is generated by a modified Dubins path algorithm, which is used to provide waypoints for the generation
of the initial guess. Control inputs are generated so that UAV follows the path connecting the waypoints through the
PD-controller, and these are used as the initial guess of the local trajectory optimization method.
facing the target. Here, r(i)sen should be set to an appropriate
value taking into account the movement of the target, and
the expected position xˆ(j) of the target j can be predicted
using the current estimates and the dynamic model of the
target (Fig. 2(a)).
The generated path is discretized at specific intervals and
used as waypoints for path tracking control to generate an
initial guess of the control inputs. The path tracking problem
can be formulated by defining a path as a sequence of desired
waypoints ([p(i)x , p
(i)
y ]1d, · · · , [p(i)x , p(i)y ]nd , [p(i)x , p(i)y ]n+1d , · · · ).
We construct a controller that reduces the angle between the
line connecting the two adjacent waypoints and the heading
direction of the UAV, and a damping effect is added to the
controller for the stability. The geometry of the tracking
problem is depicted in Fig. 2(b). The control input of the
PD-controller can be computed with (4) as follows:
u
(i)
t+1 = −Kp(ψ(i)t − ψ(i)d )−Kdφ(i)t , (30)
where Kp and Kd are the gains of the controller.
B. Convergence and Complexity Analysis
The solution of ADMM for a nonconvex problem gen-
erally converges to a locally optimal point, and although
its convergence is not guaranteed [27], ADMM has already
been successfully applied in many applications [31]–[34].
In our application of ADMM, it is very important to set the
appropriate penalty parameter ρ and to initialize the values in
(18) and (19) properly. Too large values of ρ make the global
common variable dominant in (18), and lead to less emphasis
on reducing the uncertainty of the target. In order to select an
appropriate value of ρ, extensions of the distributed ADMM
algorithm have been explored. We would like to refer the
readers to [27], [46]. In this work, the trajectory variables[
Pj ,Uj
]
in (18) are initialized by the method described in
Section III-A.2, and they are averaged to initialize the global
common variables
[
PC ,UC
]
.
The computational complexity of each iteration of the
distributed ADMM is dominated by solving the subprob-
lems defined in (18) because computing the global com-
mon variable and Lagrange multipliers requires very simple
computations. The subproblems are solved by the belief
space iLQG method described in Section III-A , and its
computational complexity in the control problem is already
well analyzed in [40]. As with the control problem in [40],
the bottleneck of running time in our problem lies in the
calculation of the matrix Qvv,t in (26). Let us define m and
n as the state dimension of the target and the mobile sensors,
respectively. As the belief state of the target contains the
covariance matrix of the state, the dimension of the belief
is O[m2]. Accordingly, the dimension of the entire system
is O[m2 + n], and computing the product F>v,tV vv,t+1Fv,t
in (27) takes O[(m2 + n)3] time. Evaluating `vv,t using
numerical differentiation (central differences) can be done
in O[(m2 + n)3] time. The remaining elements do not form
bottlenecks during computation, and detailed discussions can
be found in [40]. One cycle of value iteration takes T steps,
and thus its complexity is O[T (m2 + n)3]. The number of
cycles cannot be expressed in terms of dimensional notation,
but convergence can be expected after 10-100 cycles in
practice. Furthermore, it is known that belief space iLQG
converges with a second-order rate to a local optimum [40].
This work focuses on the problem of tracking multiple
targets with a small number of UAVs, considering the area
coverage capabilities of UAVs. Thus, we can assume that
the total states dimension of UAVs is smaller than the belief
state dimension of a target (m2 > n). Then, one cycle
of value iteration in the original problem (11) (not of the
distributed optimization form) can be done in O[TM2m6]
time, assuming there is no correlation between the states of
the target, where M is the number of targets to be tracked.
The computational complexity of our distributed trajectory
optimization algorithm can be considered to replace M2
in the original problem with the number of iterations of
distributed ADMM if the computation is fully parallelized.
ADMM is known to require a few tens of iterations to
converge with modest accuracy for many applications [27],
[34], [47]. Although our distributed framework can slightly
increase the computational complexity of the problem when
the number of targets to be tracked is small, this allows us
to circumvent solving the task-assignment problem which
is difficult even to configure. Many studies have been con-
ducted to obtain solutions quickly for research on distributed
optimization [31], [32], [46]. We present an edge-cutting
method that effectively shortens the running time of our
algorithm in the following section.
C. Edge-cutting Method
When a mobile sensor tracks multiple targets within a
given planning time, it might be better to track some of
them. Also, it may be more efficient for mobile sensors to
track targets separately when multiple sensors track multiple
targets. Empirically, these output characteristics can be ob-
tained by the proposed algorithm. The proposed algorithm,
however, continues to solve the trajectory optimization prob-
lem between a mobile sensor and a target whose uncertainty
is not reduced by the mobile sensor during the iteration of the
distributed optimization, which slows down the computation.
To tackle this problem, we propose a edge-cutting method
which cuts an edge and dose not solve unnecessary problems
(Fig. 3). The method evaluates each of the trajectories during
the optimization process as follows:
T∑
t=0
tr
(
QΣ
(j)
t (p
−(i)
t )
)− tr(QΣ(j)t (pt)), (31)
where tr
(
QΣ
(j)
t (p
−(i)
t )
)
denotes the uncertainty of target j
under p−(i)t is given, p
−(i)
t denotes the states of the mobile
sensors except mobile sensor i at time t. tr
(
QΣ
(j)
t (pt)
)
is
the amount of uncertainty about a target j when the states
of all mobile sensors pt are given. If the evaluated value
is less than the specified value , the corresponding edge
is cut. Evaluating (31) requires an estimate of the target
states. As in Section II-B, we apply the maximum-likelihood
observations assumption to obtain an estimate of the target
state in the absence of measurements. In addition, it is
assumed that all trajectories except for the trajectory of the i-
th mobile sensor use the trajectory obtained in the consensus
phase given by (19). This method may sometimes generate
a suboptimal solution, but it empirically appears to yield a
result identical the best solution in most situations. Problems
that arise when using the edge-cutting method can be solved
by a receding-horizon control scheme (Section III-D), and if
 is well adjusted, a reasonable result can be obtained. We
note that the proposed method has the purpose of shortening
the computation time of the problem, and if  is not set to be
too large, it provides the same result as the algorithm without
the edge-cutting method.
Our edge-cutting method shares similarities with the
message-passing algorithm in [31]. They apply the three-
weight message-passing algorithm [32] for collision-free
multi-agent trajectory planning, where one of two penalty
weights ρ (zero and constant) is determined based on the
results of each subproblem. Subproblems consist of mini-
mizers that allow for finding trajectories with the minimal
total energy, avoiding static obstacles, or imposing dynamic
constraints. In our case, the subproblems are trajectory opti-
mization problems that maximize the estimation performance
for each target. Hence, they can be seen to play a role
similar to that of the minimizers defined in [31] (the nodes on
the left in Fig. 3(a)). However, in the informative trajectory
planning problem, the measurements of the mobile sensors
are correlated through the stochastic belief dynamics (9) of
the targets (the nodes on the right in Fig. 3(a)). Thus, mobile
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Fig. 3: (a) Fully connected bipartite graph, and (b) bipartite
graph after applying the edge-cutting method
sensors cannot be separated without an approximation. The
approximated problem is representd in the same form as
the collision-free trajectory planning problem [31], which
makes a solution to get stuck in bad local optima. If we
apply aforementioned message-passing algorithm [31] to our
informative trajectory planning problem, the penalty weight
is set to 0 for the trajectory optimization result between
a mobile sensor and a target whose uncertainty is not
reduced by the mobile sensor, after which the equality-
node of the corresponding edge is ignored in the consensus
process. However, unnecessary mobile sensor-target pairs are
consistently included in the trajectory optimization in each
iteration of the ADMM, regardless of whether or not the
penalty weight is set to zero. On the other hand, the proposed
edge-cutting method separates the system integrated into
the dynamics of mobile sensors through edge cutting to
reduce the computation time more effectively. This method
reduces the dimensions of the belief dynamics (9) during
the optimization process. Specifically, applying the message-
passing algorithm [31] to our problem maintains the graphs
during the iteration of ADMM, but our method neglects the
correlation between the measurements of the mobile sensors
and transforms the graphs through cutting as shown in Fig.
3(b).
D. Receding Horizon Control
In a multi-target tracking problem, prior information about
the targets is limited and the computation time for trajectory
planning can become impractically long as the complexity
of the problem increases. Thus, a receding-horizon control
scheme (RHC) can be appropriate. RHC, also known as
model predictive control (MPC), is a form of feedback (i.e.,
closed-loop) control system. With RHC, an optimization
problem is solved at specific time intervals to determine
a plan over a fixed time horizon and then the forepart of
this plan is applied. The planning process is repeated by
solving a new optimization problem, with the time horizon
shifted a specific step forward. Optimization is performed
based on available measurements and data at each step.
Thus, the control policy involves feedback. The feedback
Algorithm 2 Receding-horizon control
1: Set control horizon Tc and planning horizon Tp
2: Input pinit, binit and initial plan
[
P¯, U¯
]
3: while operation time is remaining do
4: for t← 1 to Tc − 1 do
5: if t = 1 then
6: bˆ = GAUSSIAN APPROXIMATION(bt+1)
7: bˆTc = PROPAGATE(bˆ, Tc)
8:
[
P¯, U¯
]
new
= CREATE PLAN(bˆTc ,
[
P¯Tc , U¯Tc
]
, Tp)
. Algorithm 1.
9: end if
10: bt+1 = EXECUTE PLAN(
[
P¯, U¯
]
, t)
11: end for
12:
[
P¯, U¯
]
=
[
P¯, U¯
]
new
13: end while
control scheme enables real-time measurements to be used
to determine the control input, and it can compensate for a
deviation between the predicted and actual output that can
be caused by system-model mismatches and disturbances.
Our RHC strategy is shown in Algorithm 2. In situa-
tions where a non-linear tracking filter is utilized for the
estimation of the target information, we approximate a
target distribution into a Gaussian distribution for planning
purposes (line 6). One important point during the real-
time implementation of the algorithm is that the future plan
should be pre-calculated, which requires future information
of targets. To predict the future information of targets, we
use the maximum likelihood assumption and estimate the
target information with no measurements (line 7). A new
plan
[
P¯, U¯
]
new
for the future time step Tp is created using the
proposed distributed trajectory optimization algorithm (line
8). Here, we use the estimated future information of targets
under the maximum likelihood assumption simultaneously
with the previous plan at the control horizon Tc. The planning
horizon, Tp, should be large enough so that the trajectories of
the mobile sensors can cover the overall domain of interest.
Solving this problem provides the input commands of the
mobile sensors for the Tp future time steps. However, only a
forepart of these Tp input commands is actually implemented
(line 8). We denote this subset as control horizon Tc, which
is determined by the available computational resources and
the communication delay (Tc ≤ Tp). The process is then
repeated, and a new set of commands is developed for the
next time window.
IV. SIMULATIONS
In this section, we numerically investigate the compu-
tational properties and the applicability of the proposed
algorithms. We assume that UAVs fly at different altitudes
from each other to alleviate collision-avoidance constraints.
In all of our tests, the planning horizon, Tp, is set to 100
seconds, which is the time required to cover all areas of
interest when UAVs are flying at a speed of 16m/s. A target
motion is assumed by (2), with the time interval between
two successive measurements dt = 0.1s and the constant
diffusion strength q = 0.01. The sensors are mounted on the
left or right sides of the UAVs and are aimed in a 30-degree
downward direction. The parameters of the measurement
model (6) are α = 10, γ = 8ln2 and β = 0. In (18), we
chose Q = I and R = 100. Furthermore, we selected ρv =
[0.02, 0.02, 500×180/pi, 500×180/pi]>, ρu = 500×180/pi,
αv = 0.2ρv and αu = 0.2ρu in (20).
To ascertain the effectiveness of the distributed trajectory
optimization algorithm, we compared the algorithm with ex-
isting approaches; myopic trajectory planning [5], [18], non-
myopic trajectory planning [3], and two-phase approaches
[5], [18], [23]. The myopic trajectory planning method per-
forms one-step trajectory optimization [5], [18]. Therefore,
we repeatedly performed one-step trajectory optimization
during the planning horizon for a fair comparison of the
myopic and non-myopic trajectory planning methods. The
initial guess generation method that can be easily adopted
in the multi-step local trajectory optimization is to input
zero control commands to the dynamics and generate an
initial guess trajectory [3]. Two-phase approaches [5], [18],
[23] cluster the targets and assign the clusters to the mobile
sensors. Then, myopic trajectory optimization is performed
based on the task-assignment results. For a fair comparison
of our algorithm with the two-phase approaches, we use
only clustering and task-assignment algorithms of the two-
phase approaches and combine them with the non-myopic
trajectory planning method described in (11) and Section III-
A. Initial guesses are generated so that the UAV can visit the
clusters sequentially based on the task-assignment results in a
manner similar to that described in Section III-A.2; these are
shown as the dotted lines in Figs. 5(c-d). In [18], the priority
of each cluster is defined as the sum of the uncertainties of
the targets included in the cluster at t = 0 (i.e., the planning
time). The cluster with a higher priority is then assigned to
the mobile sensor that is closest to the center of the cluster
sequentially. In [23], the number of targets in each cluster
and the Euclidean distance between the center of the mobile
sensor and clusters are used to prioritize clusters.
For the first example, we considered a simple scenario
consisting of a single UAV and two stationary targets to
show the process of converging on a solution through the
distributed trajectory optimization algorithm. Fig. 4(a) shows
the resulting trajectory when one-step myopic trajectory
planning is repeated. The sensor has a limited field of view,
and all targets are located out of view at the planning time
and one-time step later. Thus, the current control effort is not
propagated in the future time step, and an optimal solution
is obtained that minimizes the control effort only [21], [25].
The proposed algorithm, on the other hand, provides a non-
myopic trajectory planning result that sequentially tracks
two targets, as shown in Fig. 4(b). Figs. 4 (d-g) present
snapshots of the optimization process and the results. The
consensus trajectory is obtained through the optimization
results of each subproblem, which affects the optimization in
the next iteration through the Lagrange multipliers; that is,
the optimization results of each subproblem reflect the op-
(a) Myopic trajectory planning (b) Proposed algorithm
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Fig. 4: (a)-(b) Comparison of myopic planning [5], [18] and the proposed non-myopic planning in a scenario with a single
UAV and two stationary targets, (c) the resulting covariances of targets, and (d)-(g) process of converging on a solution
timization process of the other subproblems of the previous
iteration. This procedure is repeated, and finally we obtain
the converged solution.
In the second example, we compared the proposed algo-
rithm with existing approaches for three cases where the
number of targets to be tracked is different, with one UAV.
The targets are assumed to be stationary, and the initial
positions in the x-y space of the UAV and the targets
are randomly generated within 1200m × 1200m areas. The
targets are on the ground and the UAVs are flying at a fixed
altitude of 100m. The initial uncertainty of the targets is
randomly generated between 10 and 100 of the diagonal
component of the covariance matrix, and the remaining
components are set to zero. In this example, the number
of targets to be tracked is not large; therefore, clustering for
assigning tasks in the two-phase approaches is excluded. We
note that even if clustering algorithms are used, the order
in which the targets within each cluster should be tracked
should be determined. Fig. 5 shows one instance in scenarios
with three targets. UAVs can visit anywhere in the area
within the set planning horizon time, but it can be difficult
to visit multiple locations. Making the planning horizon
time longer can greatly increase the computation time of
the algorithm. Accordingly, intelligent decision-making is
required, but it may not be easy in general. The results
clearly shows the impact of the decision-making (i.e., the
initial guess) on the solution. The myopic trajectory planning
algorithm minimizes control efforts only before the target
enters the field of view of the sensor as shown in the Fig.
5(a), as the current control effort is not propagated to future
time steps. That is, current control efforts do not help to
improve future estimation performance outcomes. Fig. 5(b)
shows that performing non-myopic trajectory optimization
without proper decision making could get stuck in bad
local optima. The two-phase approaches can also provide a
local optimal solution because they use approximate/heuristic
cost functions for task-assignment without considering the
mobility of the sensor platform and changes in the target state
over time (Figs. 5(c-d)). On the other hand, the proposed al-
gorithm results different from those of the previous methods
as shown in Fig. 5(e). Our algorithm does not require the
definition of a new cost function for task assignment, as it
incorporates decision making into the optimization process
while considering the mobility of the sensor platform and
the target state through the distributed formulation. Because
both targets on the left an right cannot be tracked at the
same time, the trajectory is optimized to track the target on
the right with greater uncertainty than the target on the left
and then the target with the greatest uncertainty is tracked.
Although the proposed algorithm does not guarantee global
optimality, it achieves better performance on average than
the other methods, as shown in Table I.
The third example considers the situation in which two
UAVs track multiple targets. The simulation settings are
identical except for the two UAVs. For the execution of
our algorithm, the initial guesses for each of the pairs of
targets and UAVs are generated in the same manner used in
the previous examples. The algorithm is compared with the
two-phase approaches [18], [23] involving target clustering.
Density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise
(DBSCAN) [24] is used as the clustering algorithm. In order
to initiate clustering, DBSCAN requires two parameters: the
minimum number of points needed to form a cluster and the
maximum distance around a point. These were set to 2 and
150m, respectively. Fig. 6 shows the resulting trajectories
of the proposed algorithm and the two-phase approaches in
one of the ten targets tracking scenarios. Euclidean heuristic
and uncertainty-based task assignments give the same result
(a) Myopic trajectory planning (cost = 76402)
(b) Non-myopic trajectory planning with initial
guess ut = 0, ∀t (cost = 61815)
(c) Euclidean heuristic-based task assignment + non-
myopic trajectory planning (cost = 58951)
(d) Uncertainty-based task assignment + non-myopic
planning (cost = 51276)
(e) Proposed algorithm (cost = 44660)
Fig. 5: Comparison of existing approaches and the proposed algorithm in a scenario with a single UAV and three stationary
targets
TABLE I: Average costs from 100 simulations with each algorithm in the single UAV scenario.
Number of targets 2 3 4
Myopic trajectory planning [5], [18] 63577 79521 128627
Non-myopic trajectory planning with initial guess ut = 0, ∀t [3] 52361 63624 94937
Euclidean heuristic-based task assignment [23] + non-myopic trajectory planning 34731 54432 73761
Uncertainty-based task assignment [18] + non-myopic trajectory planning 33862 52319 70246
Proposed distributed trajectory optimization algorithm 25153 45680 60241
TABLE II: Average costs from 100 simulations with each algorithm for a scenario with two UAVs.
Number of targets 10 15
Target clustering & Euclidean heuristic-based task assignment [23] + non-myopic trajectory planning 562576 755267
Target clustering & uncertainty-based task assignment [18] + non-myopic trajectory planning 572217 760146
Proposed distributed trajectory optimization algorithm 393481 571241
in the scenario, where each cluster is assigned to only
one UAV. The proposed algorithm automatically generates
trajectories optimized for mobile sensors to visit the target
clusters without the aid of clustering and task-assignment
algorithms. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm provides
trajectories for two UAVs to visit the same cluster, which
is not allowed in the case of two-phase approaches. Table II
shows that the proposed algorithm outperforms the two-phase
approaches on average in randomly generated scenarios.
Figs. 7(a-c) show that the edges are maintained and cut
for different  values. If the set  value is not large, the
same result can be obtained as in cases where the edge-
cutting method is not applied ( = 0), as shown in Fig.
7(d) and Fig. 6(b). Specifically, when the epsilon value is
set appropriately, trajectory optimization associated with the
cut edges is excluded, reducing the dimensions of the sub-
problems. The computation time comparison is performed on
a 3.40 GHz Intel(TM) i7 PC that can use six computational
devices. As shown in Figs. 7(d-f), parallel computing reduces
the computation time, and if the  value is properly set,
the edge-cutting method can reduce the computation time
while achieving the same result. The use of the message-
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Fig. 6: Comparison of two-phase approaches and the proposed algorithm for a scenario with two UAVs and ten stationary
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Fig. 7: (a)-(c) Result of the application of the edge-cutting method according to the  value (the lines indicate that the
corresponding targets are considered in the trajectory optimization process of the UAVs), (d) cost comparison w.r.t. the 
value, and (e)-(f) comparison of the computation times
passing algorithm in [31] for our problem may reduce the
computation time slightly, but the effect is less than that of
the proposed edge-cutting method.
In the last example, shown in Fig. 8, we considered
two UAVs, one target moving at a speed of 3m/s in the
x-axis direction, and two stationary targets. We applied
the distributed trajectory optimization algorithm, the edge-
cutting method, and RHC scheme together. It is assumed that
a particle filter is used to estimate the states of the target in
the actual operating environment of the UAVs. The control
horizon, Tc, is set to 25 seconds considering the computation
time of the algorithms. It is assumed that the sensors are
attached to the left side of one UAV and to the right side
of the other UAV, and that UAVs fly at different altitudes of
100m and 120m, respectively. Figs. 8(a-d) show some of the
simulated results under the assumption that the UAVs operate
for 400 seconds. A notable point in this example is that the
UAV automatically passes the tracking mission to the other
UAV after about 160 seconds. Figs. 8(e-f) show the state
estimation results of the targets, where it can be confirmed
that all targets are tracked reliably through the RHC scheme.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we investigated a distributed optimization
approach to trajectory planning for a multi-target track-
ing problem. In order to solve the trajectory optimization
and task-assignment problems simultaneously, the distributed
trajectory optimization problem was formulated, and then
solved by integrating a variant of a differential dynamic
programming algorithm called iterative Linear-Quadratic-
Gaussian (iLQG) algorithm with the distributed Alternating
Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) method. In ad-
dition, we proposed an edge-cutting method to reduce the
computation time of the algorithm and the RHC scheme
for real-time implementation. Numerical experiments were
conducted and the results presented to demonstrate the
applicability and validity of the proposed approach.
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